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coffeehouse and bark orders at people like they own the place. Maybe pissing Oliver Cody off isn’t the right
move. And now that he’s part of my world, all my plans go straight to hell. This sexy standalone novel
includes an excerpt from another Loveswept title. Praise for Mr. Big “This is a masterful piece of writing. I
could not, and did not, put it down until I finished the book. It’s difficult to say how much I loved reading
Mr. Big, but when you read it you will understand.”—USA Today “Mr. Big is funny, emotional, and a whole
lot sexy. Delancey Stewart provided romance, conflict, angst, friendship, and family [with] an entertaining
cast of characters.”—Harlequin Junkie “Oliver and Holland are realistic and easy to sympathize with, and
they have smoldering chemistry. This is a heartwarming story with interesting characters and a good plot
line.”—Cocktails & Books “I felt for each character. . . . Loved the writing and can’t wait to read more from
this author.”—Alpha Book Review “I loved being able to follow the journey and I am absolutely convinced
that I will read a book from this author at any given time.”—Jeri’s Book Attic (five stars) “Ollie is no match
for Holland. She takes a dickish, spoiled pretty boy and turns him into the sexy, bad boy alpha of her
dreams. Hot chemistry, sizzling sex, and a hero you can’t wait to get what’s coming to him, Mr. Big will
keep you turning pages.”—USA Today bestselling author Jamie K. Schmidt, “Mr. Big is the kind of smart,
sexy delight that every woman deserves to read! Delancey Stewart will make you believe in true love in this
steamy, heart-wrenching tale.”—USA Today bestselling author Sierra Simone “With a smart, feisty heroine
and hot, tortured hero, Mr. Big has everything I look for in a contemporary romance. Witty, sexy, and full of
heart!”—USA Today bestselling author Melanie Harlow
The Suite Spot
- Trish Doller 2022-03-08
Trish Doller’s The Suite Spot is a charming romance novel about taking a chance on a new life and a new
love. Rachel Beck has hit a brick wall. She’s a single mom, still living at home and trying to keep a dying
relationship alive. Aside from her daughter, the one bright light in Rachel’s life is her job as the night
reservations manager at a luxury hotel in Miami Beach—until the night she is fired for something she didn’t
do. On impulse, Rachel inquires about a management position at a brewery hotel on an island in Lake Erie
called Kelleys Island. When she’s offered the job, Rachel packs up her daughter and makes the cross
country move. What she finds on Kelleys Island is Mason, a handsome, moody man who knows everything
about brewing beer and nothing about running a hotel. Especially one that’s barely more than foundation
and studs. It’s not the job Rachel was looking for, but Mason offers her a chance to help build a hotel—and
rebuild her own life—from the ground up.
When It's Real - Erin Watt 2017-05-30
Under ordinary circumstances, Oakley Ford and Vaughn Bennett would never even cross paths. There’s
nothing ordinary about Oakley. This bad-boy pop star’s got Grammy awards, millions of fangirls and a
reputation as a restless, too-charming troublemaker. But with his home life disintegrating, his music well
suddenly running dry and the tabloids having a field day over his outrageous exploits, Oakley needs to show
the world he’s settling down—and who better to help him than Vaughn, a part-time waitress trying to help
her family get by? The very definition of ordinary. Posing as his girlfriend, Vaughn will overhaul Oakley’s
image from troublemaker to serious artist. In return for enough money to put her brothers through college,
she can endure outlandish Hollywood parties and carefully orchestrated Twitter exchanges. She’ll fool the
paparazzi and the groupies. She might even start fooling herself a little. Because when ordinary rules no
longer apply, there’s no telling what your heart will do…
Scarred - Emily McIntire 2022-01-04

Born Sinner - S. L. Jennings 2016-08-09
Twenty-two years ago, I was cut from a cold, sodden womb, and cradled in the filth and poverty of
Chicago's concrete arms. Statistically, I wasn't supposed to survive these streets past the age of eighteen.
Fate had a different plan. I was bred for one purpose and one purpose only: to unleash death and
destruction on my world. My thoughts are power. My words are weapons. Evil created me then grace tried
to save me. But first... they tried to kill me. They call themselves the Se7en. They are sin and salvation, and
everything we've feared from the beginning of time. And their leader is the deadliest of them all. He doesn't
lose. He doesn't compromise. And most importantly, he doesn't distract himself with mortal weakness. Not
until me. Kill one to save a million. That's what he told me when he took me as his prisoner. Kill one to save
a million. That's what he's been trying to tell himself ever since he took me into his arms.
The Dare - Elle Kennedy 2020-06-16
Get ready for another binge-worthy romance from New York Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy!
College was supposed to be my chance to get over my ugly-duckling complex and spread my wings. Instead,
I wound up in a sorority full of mean girls. I already have a hard time fitting in, so when my Kappa Chi
sisters issue the challenge, I can’t say no. The dare: seduce the hottest new hockey player in the junior
class. Conor Edwards is a regular at Greek Row parties…and in Greek Row sorority beds. He’s the one you
fall for before you learn that guys like him don’t give girls like me a second glance. Except Mr. Popular
throws me for a loop—rather than laughing in my face, he does me a solid by letting me take him upstairs
to pretend we’re getting busy. Even crazier, now he wants to keep pretending. Turns out Conor loves
games, and he thinks it’s fun to pull the wool over my frenemies’ eyes. But resisting his easy charm and
surfer-boy hotness is darn near impossible. Though I’m realizing there’s much more to Conor’s story than
his fan club can see. And the longer this silly ruse goes on, the greater the danger of it all blowing up in my
face.
Seoulmates - Jen Frederick 2022-01-25
One of Amazon's Best Romances of January 2022! A Korean-American adoptee fights to be with the one she
loves while coming to terms with her new identity in this enthralling romantic drama and sequel to Heart
and Seoul by USA Today bestselling author Jen Frederick. When Hara Wilson lands in Seoul to find her
birth mother, she doesn’t plan on falling in love with the first man she lays eyes on, but Choi Yujun is
irresistible. If his broad shoulders and dimples weren’t enough, Choi Yujun is the most genuine, decent,
gorgeous guy to exist. Too bad he’s also her stepbrother. Fate brought her to the Choi doorstep but the gift
of family comes with burdens. A job in her mother’s company has perks of endless company dinners and
super resentful coworkers. A new country means learning a new language which twenty-five year old Hara
is finding to be a Herculean task. A forbidden love means having to choose between her birth family or Choi
Yujun. All Hara wanted was to find a place to belong in this world—but in order to have it all, she’ll have to
risk it all.
Mr. Big - Delancey Stewart 2017-08-29
He’s tortured and dark, angsty and arrogant. You want the truth? He’s kind of an A-hole. He’s also the CEO.
Everything in my life goes according to plan, and that’s the way I like it. I got the degree. I got the job. Now
I just need to prove that I have what it takes to succeed in the real world. If there’s one thing that’s not in
my plans, it’s falling in love with my boss. Most relationships don’t start with one person calling the other
out in public for being an arrogant jerk. Then again, most CEOs don’t cut their own employees in line at the
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To Love and to Cherish - Lauren Layne 2016-10-18
Sex and the City meets The Wedding Planner in The Wedding Belles, a contemporary and witty romance
series about three high-powered New York City women who can plan any wedding—but their own. Alexis
Morgan has spent the past eight years devoted to turning her tiny start-up into Manhattan’s premiere
wedding planning company, The Wedding Belles. Now that her business is thriving, it’s time to turn
towards her much neglected personal life, and Alexis approaches her relationships like she does everything
else: with a plan. Not a part of that plan is Logan Harris, the silent partner in the Belles, and the one person
who’s been there for her since the very beginning. But Alexis needs someone fun, and Logan’s all business,
all the time—except when a late night at the office ends with an unexpected kiss that leaves the usually cool
and together Alexis reeling. Logan has lusted after Alexis since the day he walked into the tiny Harlem
apartment that used to double as her office. But the ambitious wedding planner has always been
untouchable...until now. Alexis has made it clear that she’s on the dating market—and equally clear that
he’s not in the running. But when Alexis finds herself in need of a date for her sister’s last minute wedding
in Florida, Logan knows it’s the perfect time to show Alexis that there’s more to him than numbers and
spreadsheets—and beneath the pinstripes and glasses lies a hot-blooded heartthrob. As Florida’s sultry
days turn into even hotter nights, Logan’s out to convince Alexis that the fling of a lifetime could just maybe
turn into forever...
The Chase - Elle Kennedy 2018-08-06
One Small Thing - Erin Watt 2018-06-26
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author duo of The Royals and When It’s Real comes a sensational
new novel about a girl falling for the one boy she should never have met… Beth’s life hasn’t been the same
since her sister died. Her parents try to lock her down, believing they can keep her safe by monitoring her
every move. When Beth sneaks out to a party one night and meets the new guy in town, Chase, she’s
thrilled to make a secret friend. It seems like a small thing, just for her. Only Beth doesn’t know how big
her secret really is… Fresh out of juvie and determined to start his life over, Chase has demons to face and
much to atone for, including his part in the night Beth’s sister died. Beth, who has more reason than anyone
to despise him, is willing to give him a second chance. A forbidden romance is the last thing either of them
planned for senior year, but the more time they spend together, the deeper their feelings get. Now Beth has
a choice to make—follow the rules, or risk tearing everything apart…again.
Every Breath - Ellie Marney 2014-10-14
When James Mycroft drags Rachel Watts off on a night mission to the Melbourne Zoo, the last thing she
expects to find is the mutilated body of Homeless Dave, one of Mycroft's numerous eccentric friends. But
Mycroft's passion for forensics leads him to realize that something about the scene isn't right--and he wants
Watts to help him investigate the murder. While Watts battles her attraction to bad-boy Mycroft, he's busy
getting himself expelled and clashing with the police, becoming murder suspect number one. When Watts
and Mycroft unknowingly reveal too much to the cold-blooded killer, they find themselves in the lion's den-literally. A trip to the zoo will never have quite the same meaning to Rachel Watts again...
Tycoon - Katy Evans 2017-06-22
A sexy new standalone contemporary romance by NYT and USA Today bestselling author Katy Evans. He
wasn’t always this rich. This hot. This difficult. Aaric Christos was a guy who protected me. Wanted me.
Maybe even loved me. That man is gone. In his place is the most powerful real estate tycoon in the city.
He’s a cold, ruthless, aggressive businessman. The only one who can save me and my startup from ruin. It
takes every ounce of courage to put my pride aside and ask for his help. I didn’t expect him to offer it
easily. And he doesn’t. Instead, he vets me harder than he’s vetted anyone. Don’t invest in what you don’t
know, he says. He's assessing every piece of me, to the point I've never felt so bare. I yearn for the boy I
once knew, whose touch once craved me. Putting it all on the line will be worth it, I tell myself. Until I
realize—too late—that some risks are not worth taking.
The Waking Land - Callie Bates 2017-06-27
In the lush and magical tradition of Naomi Novik’s award-winning Uprooted comes this riveting debut from
brilliant young writer Callie Bates—whose boundless imagination places her among the finest authors of
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fantasy fiction, including Sarah J. Maas and Sabaa Tahir. Lady Elanna is fiercely devoted to the king who
raised her like a daughter. But when he dies under mysterious circumstances, Elanna is accused of his
murder—and must flee for her life. Returning to the homeland of magical legends she has forsaken, Elanna
is forced to reckon with her despised, estranged father, branded a traitor long ago. Feeling a strange, deep
connection to the natural world, she also must face the truth about the forces she has always denied or
disdained as superstition—powers that suddenly stir within her. But an all-too-human threat is drawing
near, determined to exact vengeance. Now Elanna has no choice but to lead a rebellion against the
kingdom to which she once gave her allegiance. Trapped between divided loyalties, she must summon the
courage to confront a destiny that could tear her apart. Don’t miss any of Callie Bates’s magical Waking
Land trilogy: THE WAKING LAND • THE MEMORY OF FIRE • THE SOUL OF POWER Praise for The
Waking Land “Callie Bates has written an exciting and involving first book, and she is clearly a writer of
real talent.”—Terry Brooks “A heartbreaking, enchanting, edge-of-the-seat read that held me captive from
start to finish!”—Tamora Pierce “The Waking Land is all about rising to challenges, and it succeeds
wonderfully.”—Charlaine Harris “A simmering tale of magic that builds to a raging inferno, and hits like a
cross between Brandon Sanderson and Pierce Brown.”—Scott Sigler “This superior novel blends passionate
romance and sweeping magic. . . . Bates has a delicate, precise touch with human and superhuman
relationships.”—Publishers Weekly “A wonderfully stunning debut . . . Bates’ clear, captivating, imaginative
storytelling and vivid, distinctive characters will cause readers to soak up every word.”—RT Book Reviews
Waking Up Married - Mira Lyn Kelly 2014-08-01
Her first thought: who are you? It’s the morning after her cousin’s bachelorette party in Vegas and Megan
Scott wakes up with the mother of all hangovers. Even worse, she’s in a stranger’s penthouse, having
woken up with something else, as well — a funny, arrogant, sexy...husband! Up until now, finding even a
boyfriend had seemed impossible — been there, got the broken heart, sworn off men for good. Then a few
martinis with Carter...no, Connor Reed and she’s gone from first meet to marriage in one night! Megan
wants a lawyer. But Connor’s shocking bombshell? ‘I don’t want a divorce.’
Cruel Prince - Ashley Jade 2019-08-17
Welcome to their kingdom...I never thought I'd step foot in Royal Manor again. But four years later, here I
am...back to finish my senior year at Royal Hearts Academy.And forced to face Jace Covington. My first
friend. First crush. First kiss. The one I left behind.Only-he isn't the same boy I gave my heart to.This new
Jace is as cruel as he is gorgeous.And he's determined to make my life a living hell. Along with the rest of
his glorified family and crew of tyrants.They expect me to worship the ground they walk on like everyone
else, but I'd rather eat dirt.If Jace Covington wants me gone...he'll have to try harder. Because I've never
been the kind of girl to play by the rules.WARNING: Royal Hearts Academy is a New Adult/High School
series of standalones filled with drama, a touch of angst, and boys who are bad to the bone.This series is
recommended for mature readers due to graphic language and sexual content.
Broken Prince - Erin Watt 2016-07-25
“This generation’s Cruel Intentions.” Jennifer L. Armentrout, #1 New York Times Bestselling Author These
Royals will ruin you… From wharf fights and school brawls to crumbling lives inside glittery mansions, one
guy tries to save himself. Reed Royal has it all—looks, status, money. The girls at his elite prep school line
up to date him, the guys want to be him, but Reed never gave a damn about anyone but his family until Ella
Harper walked into his life. What started off as burning resentment and the need to make his father’s new
ward suffer turned into something else entirely—keep Ella close. Keep Ella safe. But when one foolish
mistake drives her out of Reed’s arms and brings chaos to the Royal household, Reed’s entire world begins
to fall apart around him. Ella doesn’t want him anymore. She says they’ll only destroy each other. She
might be right. Secrets. Betrayal. Enemies. It’s like nothing Reed has ever dealt with before, and if he’s
going to win back his princess, he’ll need to prove himself Royally worthy.
Custody Battles - Gregory Ashe 2021-12-03
Some parents would die for their children. Others will do a whole lot worse. Emery Hazard and his
husband, John-Henry Somerset, are settling into their new normal—at home, with the latest addition to
their family, and at work, as Somers adapts to his new role and Hazard manages his expanding agency. The
only thing Hazard is worried about is getting through dinner with his in-laws. When his father-in-law
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requests that Hazard and Somers join him for a weekend deer hunting, it sounds simple enough: spend a
night camping, give their foster son a chance to spend time with his friend, and—possibly—prevent a
parental kidnapping. But nothing is ever as simple as it sounds. At deer camp, Hazard and Somers find
themselves drawn into a toxic family feud between parents battling for custody. After the husband is shot
and killed deep in the forest, detectives from the Sheriff’s Department are convinced that the killer is a
local extremist—a member of the neo-Nazi Ozark Volunteers. Hazard and Somers, though, aren’t so sure,
and as they probe deeper into the killing, they find that many people had a reason to want the victim dead,
and the killing itself might not be what it seems. Then a drive-by shooting almost claims the lives of Hazard,
Somers, and the victim’s wife. The killer’s work isn’t done, and Hazard and Somers must race to find the
truth before the killer strikes again.
Twisted Palace - Erin Watt 2016-10-16
The hotly anticipated conclusion to the Royals series begun in the #1 New York Times bestselling novels
Paper Princess and Broken Prince. “This generation’s Cruel Intentions.” Jennifer L. Armentrout, #1 New
York Times Bestselling Author Twisted Palace was an awesome conclusion to the Royals trilogy. Readers
are in for an absolute treat. I eagerly await the next book from Erin Watt. —New York Times Bestselling
Author Samantha Towle "Erin Watt's words are addictive brilliance. If you haven't let these Royals ruin you
yet, what are you waiting for?"—USA Today Bestselling Author Meghan March These Royals will ruin you…
From mortal enemies to unexpected allies, two teenagers try to protect everything that matters most. Ella
Harper has met every challenge that life has thrown her way. She’s tough, resilient, and willing to do
whatever it takes to defend the people she loves, but the challenge of a long-lost father and a boyfriend
whose life is on the line might be too much for even Ella to overcome. Reed Royal has a quick temper and
even faster fists. But his tendency to meet every obstacle with violence has finally caught up with him. If he
wants to save himself and the girl he loves, he’ll need to rise above his tortured past and tarnished
reputation. No one believes Ella can survive the Royals. Everyone is sure Reed will destroy them all. They
may be right. With everything and everyone conspiring to keep them apart, Ella and Reed must find a way
to beat the law, save their families, and unravel all the secrets in their Twisted Palace.
One Small Thing- Erin Watt 2018-06-28
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author duo of The Royals and When It's Real comes a sensational
new novel about a girl falling for the one boy she should never have met...Beth's life hasn't been the same
since her sister died. Her parents try to lock her down, believing they can keep her safe by monitoring her
every move. When Beth sneaks out to a party one night and meets the new guy in town, Chase, she's
thrilled to make a secret friend. It seems a small thing, just for her.Only Beth doesn't know how big her
secret really is...Fresh out of juvie and determined to start his life over, Chase has demons to face and
much to atone for, including his part in the night Beth's sister died. Beth, who has more reason than anyone
to despise him, is willing to give him a second chance. A forbidden romance is the last thing either of them
planned for senior year, but the more time they spend together, the deeper their feelings get.Now Beth has
a choice to make--follow the rules, or risk tearing everything apart...again.
Royally Endowed - Emma Chase 2017-08-14
Logan St. James is a smoldering, sexy beast. Sure, he can be a little broody at times—but Ellie Hammond’s
willing to overlook that. Because, have you seen him?? Sexy. As. Hell. And Ellie’s perky enough for both of
them. For years, she’s had a crush on the intense, protective royal security guard—but she doesn’t think he
ever saw her, not really. To Logan, Ellie was just part of the job—a relative of the royal family he’d sworn to
protect. Now, at 22 years old and fresh out of college, she’s determined to put aside her X-rated dreams of
pat-downs and pillow talk, and find a real life happily ever after. The Queen of Wessco encourages Ellie to
follow in her sister’s footsteps and settle down with a prince of her own. Or a duke, a marquis…a viscount
would also do nicely. But in the pursuit of a fairy tale ending, Ellie learns that the sweetest crushes can be
the hardest to let go. *** Logan St. James grew up on the wrong side of the tracks, in a family on the wrong
side of the law. But these days, he covers his tattoos and scars with a respectable suit. He’s handsome,
loyal, brave, skilled with his hands and…other body parts. Any woman would be proud to bring him home to
her family. But there’s only one woman he wants. For years he’s watched over her, protected her, held her
hair back when she was sick, taught her how to throw a punch, and spot a liar. He dreams of her. Would lay
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down his life for her. But beautiful Ellie Hammond’s off-limits. Everybody knows the bodyguard rules:
Never lose focus, never let them out of your sight, and never, ever fall in love.
Nettle & Bone - T. Kingfisher 2022-04-26
From Hugo, Nebula, and Locus award-winning author T. Kingfisher comes an original and subversive
fantasy adventure. *A very special hardcover edition, featuring gold foil stamp on the casing and custom
endpapers illustrated by the author.* This isn't the kind of fairytale where the princess marries a prince. It's
the one where she kills him. Marra never wanted to be a hero. As the shy, convent-raised, third-born
daughter, she escaped the traditional fate of princesses, to be married away for the sake of an uncaring
throne. But her sister wasn’t so fortunate—and after years of silence, Marra is done watching her suffer at
the hands of a powerful and abusive prince. Seeking help for her rescue mission, Marra is offered the tools
she needs, but only if she can complete three seemingly impossible tasks: —build a dog of bones —sew a
cloak of nettles —capture moonlight in a jar But, as is the way in tales of princes and witches, doing the
impossible is only the beginning. Hero or not—now joined by a disgraced ex-knight, a reluctant fairy
godmother, an enigmatic gravewitch and her fowl familiar—Marra might finally have the courage to save
her sister, and topple a throne. “Nettle & Bone is the kind of book that immediately feels like an old friend.
Fairytale mythic resonance meets homey pragmatism in this utterly delightful story. It's creepy, funny,
heartfelt, and full of fantastic characters I absolutely loved!” —Melissa Caruso, author of The Tethered
Mage At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
Twisted Palace - Erin Watt 2016-11-02
The hotly anticipated conclusion to the Royals series begun with the #1 New York Times bestselling novels
Paper Princess and Broken Prince. “This generation’s Cruel Intentions.” —Jennifer L. Armentrout, #1 New
York Times Bestselling Author "Twisted Palace was an awesome conclusion to the Royals trilogy. Readers
are in for an absolute treat. I eagerly await the next book from Erin Watt." —Samantha Towle, New York
Times Bestselling Author "From rags to riches to revenge, the Royals will take you on a seductive, thrilling
ride that will leave you panting for more. Twisted Palace is the perfect conclusion to this intensely epic tale
of love, lies and allure." —S.L. Jennings, New York Times Bestselling Author of Taint and Born Sinner "Erin
Watt's words are addictive brilliance. If you haven't let these Royals ruin you yet, what are you waiting for?"
—Meghan March, USA Today Bestselling Author These Royals will ruin you... From mortal enemies to
unexpected allies, two teenagers try to protect everything that matters most. Ella Harper has met every
challenge that life has thrown her way. She’s tough, resilient, and willing to do whatever it takes to defend
the people she loves, but the challenge of a long-lost father and a boyfriend whose life is on the line might
be too much for even Ella to overcome. Reed Royal has a quick temper and even faster fists. But his
tendency to meet every obstacle with violence has finally caught up with him. If he wants to save himself
and the girl he loves, he’ll need to rise above his tortured past and tarnished reputation. No one believes
Ella can survive the Royals. Everyone is sure Reed will destroy them all. They may be right. With everything
and everyone conspiring to keep them apart, Ella and Reed must find a way to beat the law, save their
families, and unravel all the secrets in their Twisted Palace.
Fallen Heir - Erin Watt 2017-08-28
These Royals will ruin you. Easton Royal has it all: looks, money, intelligence. His goal in life is to have as
much fun as possible. He never thinks about the consequences because he doesn’t have to. Until Hartley
Wright appears, shaking up his easy life. She’s the one girl who’s said no, despite being attracted to him.
Easton can’t figure her out and that makes her all the more irresistible. Hartley doesn’t want him. She says
he needs to grow up. She might be right. Rivals. Rules. Regrets. For the first time in Easton’s life, wearing
a Royal crown isn’t enough. He’s about to learn that the higher you start, the harder you fall. Warning: This
book has a cliffhanger. The story will be resolved in Cracked Kingdom, due out January 2018.
The Long Game - Rachel Reid 2022-04-26
The sequel is finally here! Shane and Ilya’s story, first seen in Heated Rivalry, continues in this longawaited hockey romance from Rachel Reid. “This is another success in a fabulous series...Reid’s
characters—including many familiar faces for series fans—are all charming and sexy, and she mixes humor,
hockey, and positive messaging with aplomb.” --Publishers Weekly, starred review To the world they are
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rivals, but to each other they are everything. Ten years. That’s how long Shane Hollander and Ilya Rozanov
have been seeing each other. How long they’ve been keeping their relationship a secret. From friends, from
family…from the league. If Shane wants to stay at the top of his game, what he and Ilya share has to remain
secret. He loves Ilya, but what if going public ruins everything? Ilya is sick of secrets. Shane has gotten so
good at hiding his feelings, sometimes Ilya questions if they even exist. The closeness, the intimacy, even
the risk that would come with being open about their relationship…Ilya wants it all. It’s time for them to
decide what’s most important—hockey or love. It’s time to make a call. Game Changers Book 1: Game
Changer Book 2: Heated Rivalry Book 3: Tough Guy Book 4: Common Goal Book 5: Role Model Book 6: The
Long Game
Devil in Disguise - Lisa Kleypas 2021-07-27
New York Times bestseller Lisa Kleypas returns with an enthralling and steamy romance between a Scot
with a mysterious past and strong-willed lady looking for adventure—and love. “The devil never tries to
make people do the wrong thing by scaring them. He does it by tempting them.” Lady Merritt Sterling, a
strong-willed beauty who runs a shipping company, knows London society is dying to catch her in a
scandal. So far, she’s been too smart to provide them with one. But then she meets Keir MacRae, a roughand-rugged Scottish whisky distiller, and all her sensible plans vanish like smoke. They couldn’t be more
different, but their attraction is powerful, raw and irresistible. From the moment Keir MacRae arrives in
London, he has two goals. One: don’t fall in love with the dazzling Lady Merritt Sterling. Two: avoid being
killed. So far, neither of those is going well. Keir doesn’t know why someone wants him dead until fate
reveals the secret of his mysterious past. His world is thrown into upheaval, and the only one he trusts is
Merritt. Their passion blazes with an intensity Merritt has never known before, making her long for the one
thing she can’t have from Keir MacRae: forever. As danger draws closer, she’ll do whatever it takes to save
the man she loves . . . even knowing he might be the devil in disguise.
Paper Princess - Erin Watt

grows between them amid an otherworldly threat, Dee begins to wonder: Can she give James her heart
when it's no longer hers to give? In The Hearts We Sold, demons can be outwitted, hearts can be reclaimed,
monsters can be fought, and love isn't impossible. This book will steal your heart and break it, and leave
you begging for more.
The Spectacular Now - Tim Tharp 2014-02-06
Sutter's the guy you want at your party. Aimee's not. She needs help and it's up to Sutter to show Aimee a
splendiferous time and then let her go forth and prosper. But Aimee's not like other girls and before long
he's over his head. For the first time in his life he has the power to make a difference in someone else's life or ruin it forever.
Now a Major Motion Picture - Cori McCarthy 2018-04-03
Fandom and first love collide in in this joyful, feminist contemporary romance from acclaimed author Cori
McCarthy—perfect for fans of Rainbow Rowell and Ashley Poston Iris Thorne wants to blaze her own path.
That's easier said than done when you're the granddaughter of M. E. Thorne, famous author of the
Elementia series, hailed as the feminist response to J. R. R. Tolkien's Lord of the Rings. And with a major
motion picture adaptation of her grandmother's books in the works, Iris can say goodbye to her dream of
making her own way in the music industry. When Iris and her brother get invited to the film set in Ireland,
she's pretty sure the trip will be a nightmare. Except Iris can't deny the rugged beauty of the Irish
countryside. And brushing shoulders with the hot, young cast isn't awful, especially the infuriatingly
charming lead actor, Eamon O'Brien. Iris even finds the impassioned female director inspiring. But when
the filming falls into jeopardy, everything Iris thought she knew about Elementia—and herself—is in
question. Will making a film for the big screen help Iris to see the big picture?
Cascade Hunger - Gregory Ashe 2021-10-29
Eli and Dag survived a monster. Two monsters, in fact. A year later, though, they’re still trying to settle into
a ‘regular’ life. Dag is working hard in school. It’s not going great. Eli is working hard at…being a better
Eli. He’s eating right. Most of the time. He’s thinking about exercise in healthy ways. He’s ok with how he
looks, as long as he doesn’t walk past any mirrors. He goes out some nights, though. He goes across the
lake, back to Bragg, where the monsters were. And he’s not sure why. He’s not sure what keeps calling him
back. When a woman is brutally murdered and an eyewitness claims to have seen the killer transform into a
mysterious light, Eli and Dag are forced to set aside their own problems and face a difficult truth: there is
another monster out there. Worse, there doesn’t seem to be anybody else who can stop it from killing again.
But not all monsters are the same, as Eli and Dag discover. And the most dangerous monster might be the
one who can give you what you’ve always wanted.
Queen - Karen Lynch 2022-02-22

#alliwantforchristmas - Yesenia Vargas 2018-12-04
Five friends. Five Christmas wishes. Five chances for things to go horribly wrong.With Christmas Eve just
around the corner, the perfect Christmas is looking more impossible than ever. Ella's prince charming is
caught in a snowstorm. Lena is SO over the holidays, she should change her name to Scrooge. Harper's a
hundred dollars short of making ends meet for a family in need. Rey's forever alone while Tori's more
wrapped up in balloon colors than her own boyfriend.Will their first Christmas as friends end up being a
giant flop, or will Harper prove to her friends that Christmas miracles happen in more than just Hallmark
movies?Buy this light-hearted YA Christmas story today for a heartwarming read that will make you start
dreaming of your own Christmas wishes.
Bad Romance - Heather Demetrios 2017-06-13
Grace wants out. Out of her house, where her stepfather wields fear like a weapon and her mother makes
her scrub imaginary dirt off the floors. Out of her California town, too small to contain her big city dreams.
Out of her life, and into the role of Parisian artist, New York director—anything but scared and alone. Enter
Gavin: charming, talented, adored. Controlling. Dangerous. When Grace and Gavin fall in love, Grace is
sure it's too good to be true. She has no idea their relationship will become a prison she's unable to escape.
Deeply affecting and unflinchingly honest, this is a story about spiraling into darkness—and emerging into
the light again.
The Hearts We Sold - Emily Lloyd-Jones 2017-08-08
An intoxicating blend of fantasy, horror, and romance--a Faustian fable perfect for fans of Holly Black, and
Stranger Things. Dee Moreno is out of options. Her home life sucks (to put it mildly), and she's about to get
booted from her boarding school--the only place she's ever felt free--for lack of funds. But this is a world
where demons exist, and the demons are there to make deals: one human body part in exchange for one
wish come true. The demon who Dee approaches doesn't trade in the usual arms and legs, however. He's
only interested in her heart. And what comes after Dee makes her deal is a nightmare far bigger, far more
monstrous than anything she ever could have imagined. Reality is turned on its head, and Dee has only her
fellow "heartless," the charming but secretive James Lancer, to keep her grounded. As something like love
twisted-palace-royals-erin-watt

Royals - Rachel Hawkins 2018-05-03
PRINCESS DIARIES MEETS MADE IN CHELSEA Daisy Winters, average sixteen-year-old, has no desire to
live in the spotlight - but it's not up to you when your perfect older sister is engaged to the Crown Prince of
Scotland. The crown - and the intriguing Miles - might be trying to make Daisy into a lady, but she may
have to rewrite the royal rulebook.
Cracked Kingdom - Erin Watt 2018-02-27
These Royals will ruin you. Ever since Hartley Wright met Easton Royal, her life hasn’t been the same.
There are enemies behind every corner and dangers beyond each door. When tragedy strikes and steals her
memories, she can’t trust anyone, not even the blue-eyed boy who promises her that everything will be all
right. Because while Hartley’s memory is full of gaps, her instincts tell her Easton is dangerous. She doesn’t
know if he’s the snake in the garden or her chance at salvation. The chaos he brings wherever he goes is
too much to handle, the intense feelings he evokes are too confusing to unravel. Easton wants her to
remember. Hartley thinks it’s better to forget. She might be right. Tragedy. Treachery. Trust. Hartley has
to face the facts—in this world, you can’t escape the Royals. Either you live by their rules or you die by
them.
A Heart of Blood and Ashes - Milla Vane 2020-02-04
A generation past, the western realms were embroiled in endless war. Then the Destroyer came. From the
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blood and ashes he left behind, a tenuous alliance rose between the barbarian riders of Parsathe and the
walled kingdoms of the south. That alliance is all that stands against the return of an ancient evil—until the
barbarian king and queen are slain in an act of bloody betrayal. Though forbidden by the alliance council to
kill the corrupt king responsible for his parents’ murders, Maddek vows to avenge them, even if it costs him
the Parsathean crown. But when he learns it was the king’s daughter who lured his parents to their deaths,
the barbarian warrior is determined to make her pay. Yet the woman Maddek captures is not what he
expected. Though the last in a line of legendary warrior-queens, Yvenne is small and weak, and the
sharpest weapons she wields are her mind and her tongue. Even more surprising is the marriage she
proposes to unite them in their goals and to claim their thrones—because her desire for vengeance against
her father burns even hotter than his own…
Split - Coffin Nails MC - K. Merikan 2018-02-12
- SPLIT BETWEEN A LUST FOR LIFE AND A CRAVING FOR DEATH - Astaroth. Motorcycle club president's
daughter. Virgin. Occultist. Hunter. Outlaw biker. Loves a challenge. Ex-Christian. Hunter knew he was in
deep shit when a patchover went sideways, ending up with his prez dead, and him and his cousin becoming
live-in hostages at the Coffin Nails MC clubhouse. What he didn't know though, was that the girl he fucked
just a few days before was the Coffin Nails club president's daughter, set on having nothing to do with him
after a creepy one-night stand in an abandoned church. Tough luck, because Hunter is not a quitter, even if
getting involved with the prez's hot daughter could get him killed. Astaroth is devastated after losing the
two people closest to her. Unable to connect with her grieving father, she believes that a ritual described in
her late mother's notes might hold the key to bringing back the balance in her family. During the ceremony,
she needs to get pregnant by the demon she summons, but why does he have to appear in the form of a
handsome, long-haired, asshole of a biker, who just doesn't know when to give up? She never intended to
see him again, but there he is, a new member of her dad's club. And worst of all, the other man who
appeared that fateful night, Hunter's cousin, is also up for seconds. Astaroth was supposed to die in nine
months, but instead, she is only beginning to feel truly alive for the first time. But no matter what she feels
for the man who crashed into her life so unexpectedly, if she ever wants her family to be whole again, she
needs to finish what she started. Themes: Outlaw motorcycle club, criminal activity, forbidden love,
overprotective father, secret baby, revenge, occult Genre: erotic contemporary romance, suspense (NOT
paranormal) Length: ~90,000 words (STANDALONE novel) WARNING: Adult content. Explicit sexual
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content, strong language, violence, and topics that might be considered taboo. Reader discretion advised.
HARD KNOX - Nicole Williams 2014-09-23
From NEW YORK TIMES and USATODAY Bestselling author Nicole Williams . . . Knox Jagger. The name
inspires resentment in every male at Sinclair University, want in every female, and contempt in Charlie
Chase. Charlie can be summed up in three words: independent, independent, and independent. To Charlie,
Knox epitomizes everything that’s wrong with college males: prolific one-night stands, drunken senseless
fights, and a body that hints at prioritizing gym time over study time. As an up-and-coming writer for
Sinclair University’s newspaper, Charlie’s tasked with getting to the bottom of who’s been dropping little
white pills into girls’ drinks at parties. In an ocean of All-American boys sporting polo shirts and innocent
smiles, Knox is the obvious suspect. As evidence piles up against the bad boy of Sinclair, Charlie becomes
more and more certain it isn’t Knox. But when her drink is dosed at a party and she wakes up on Knox’s
couch the next morning, Charlie’s left with more questions than answers when it comes to Knox Jagger.
How can Charlie ever hope to uncover the truth behind a guy so closed off he’s become . . . Hard Knox.
***Hard Knox is the first book in The Outsider Chronicles, although each book that follows will highlight
different couples and each can be read as a stand-alone.***
Tarnished Crown - Erin Watt 2018-12-02
Two years ago, one mistake cost Gideon Royal the girl of his dreams. Since then he’s become jaded and
stoic, caught in a spiral that has him dealing with blackmail, heartache and loss. When he left for college,
he hoped to start over. But fate has other ideas, placing Savannah Montgomery in his path again. Savannah
believes there’s no coming back from Gideon’s betrayal. He thinks she’s wrong. Forgiveness. Hope.
Redemption. Gideon has vowed to win back the only girl who owns his heart. And when a Royal makes a
promise, he’ll go to the ends of the earth to keep it.
Twisted Kingdom - Rina Kent 2021-11-24
The kingdom isn't supposed to fall.The truth screws you over before it sets you free.Masks drop.Secrets
unravel.Elsa's race after the past blinds her from the present.I'll fight for her. I'll bring her back.I'll protect
her even if it's the last thing I do. We made a promise.She's mine.Are you ready for one final game,
sweetheart?Twisted Kingdom is book three of Royal Elite Series and should be read after Deviant King &
Steel Princess. This is a dark high school bully romance, mature new adult, and contains dubious situations
that some readers might find offensive.This book is the final part of a trilogy and is NOT standalone.
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